Abstract
Introduction
The act of reaching and grasping is usually divided into two distinct components: hand transport and hand aperture control. The transport component consists of a single phase which involves the movement of the wrist from an initial position to a final position that is close to the object to be reached. The aperture component consists of two sequential phases: preshape, which opens the hand to a maximum aperture, and enclosing, which reduces the aperture until the fingers contact the object. A third component, wrist orientation, quantifies the change in wrist orientation with respect to the arm, so that the hand is in a feasible position to grasp the object.
The features of a prehension movement can be appreciated by describing the transport kinematics and aperture formation. The transport velocity exhibits a uni-'Supported by CONACYT of Mexico *Supported by DARPA/ONR N00014-95-1-0409 modal, symmetrical velocity profile typical of point-topoint movements. The hand aperture shows an opening t o a maximum aperture, and then closing to the object size. Furthermore, there is a parallel evolution of both processes, such that they initiate and terminate approximately simultaneously. The question arises as to how the timing of the two processes is coordinated in a way that is robust, that is, that naturally adapts to perturbations. The present paper addresses this question, to show how a biologically-based neural network can model adaptive coordination in reaching to grasp static objects.
Data constraints
There
is a temporal landmark for occurrence of maximum hand aperture ( M A ) with respect to movement time (MT). Wallace and Weeks [5]
instructed subjects t o grasp a small object at different distances and within a specified MT. MA was observed to occur at 6 1 4 7 . 8 % of MT. Similarly, Jeannerod [6] , using different object widths and distances, found a small band of relative timing of MA (74%-81%). Further, Paulignan and Jeannerod [7] reported MA occurrence at 70-80% of MT, and Jakobson and Goodale [8] noted MA to occur right after 213 of MT.
Larger M A S have been empirically associated with faster movements. Wing et a1 [9] instructed subjects t o grasp objects at two speeds, normal and fast. The normal speed was chosen by the subject and the fast one was as fast as possible without dropping the object. It was observed that when movements were faster, MA was larger.
Experiments with an initially wide hand aperture
show a tight coupling between reach and grasp, especially at the end of movement. Saling et a1 (101 experimented with two types of grasping, normal and altered. A normal grasp initiated with the fingers relaxed, whereas an altered grasp initiated with the fingers maximally extended. Representative trials of those experiments are shown in the left column of Fig. 2 , which depicts, for the altered case, an initial aperture reduction phase followed, sometimes after a pause (zero value of the velocity trace), by a small or no reopening of the grip aperture, and then the final enclosing phase. In addition, the enclosing phase appeared to begin at 0-7803-7044-9/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE or just before the time typical for normal prehension.
Switching to a new target object causes a reduction an aperture and then a reopening, as well as an elongation of MT. Paulignan et al. [ll] investigated the effects of perturbations to object location on the coordination between transport and aperture control. In these experiments, the position of the object was unexpectedly shifted at movement onset. Two transparent objects were used, and the illumination could be switched from one object to the other. The objects were located at either 20° and 10' or 20' and 30" with respect to the body midline. Both components, transport and aperture, were affected by the perturbation. MT was elongated to allow for corrections in movement. Paulignan et a1 reported a 250-290 ms delay before correction of the wrist trajectory and a lengthening by 100 ms of
MT.
When object size is perturbed, M T is lenghtened, as needed for corrections. Paulignan et al. [12] conducted experiments with small and large objects. The objects were transparent, and either the small or the large one was illuminated. The perturbations of object size were introduced at movement onset. The left column of Fig. 3 illustrates the effects of small-to-large (S-L) and large-to-small (L-S) perturbations on the grasping kinematics. In the S-L perturbation, the grip aperture first increases to the peak corresponding to the small object, and then increases again to a maximum aperture corresponding to the large object, to finally close around the object. The S-L perturbation gave rise to an elongation of MT. First, prior to movement initiation, reaching distance and object size are estimated, based on visual information. Next, reaching distance and object size are used to estimate transport MT, and object size is used to estimate opening time (OT). Then, enclose time (ET), which is assumed constant for a particular task, is added to OT, to form a second estimated MT. Finally, the maximum of the two MT estimates is used as the actual transport MT. To compute OT, E T is then subtracted from MT. Thus the model adjusts the component times to accomodate the fixed ET.
After the pre-movement stage, transport and opening controllers are activated concurrently; opening controller goal achievement triggers the activation of an enclose controller. The transport controller is a feedback controller with a cost function that penalizes inaccuracy, variability, and lack of smoothness in the movement trajectory. The controllers for opening and enclose are feedback controllers with an optimization criterion that assigns costs to hand opening and closing acceleration. We sought a model that could explain the data without such pre-timing and optimization computations. whereas P is the influence that DVA exerts over PT, and y is the influence that DVT exerts over P A . With these fixed gains, the algorithm is executed iteratively, continuously updating DVT and DVA. The effect of reaching a MA larger than object size is achieved by the influence of the constant gain y of the transport component's effect over the aperture component. To improve the realism of the velocity profiles produced by this spatial generator, an extension made Ti move from the initial Pi values to their final values at a constant velocity [see 151. We sought a model that avoided an unbiological "constant velocity" assumption.
Circuit structure
The planning problem in reaching and grasping coordination is how to ensure that the aperture and orientation rates are scaled to ensure completion in approximately the same time allowed by the transport phase. The coordination of these processes must be robust to allow natural adaptations when perturbations occur. We here introduce a neural network model, based on the VITE model of trajectory generation [l, 2, 3, 41 that reproduces key features of reaching and grasping coordination. The proposals of this model are: (1) arm transport, hand aperture, and wrist orientation are parallel yet interdependent processes. Coupling from both transport and orientation to aperture quantify the influence that transport and orientation velocities exert on the magnitude of hand aperture. Therefore, larger maximum apertures associated with faster movements are generated as a consequence of those influences; (2) arm transport, hand aperture, and wrist orientation are gated by a common internal GO signal, which enables synchronous completion of reaching and grasping. No precomputation of component movement times is necessary; (3) discrepancies between current perceived and internal representation of positions are detected by cells that transiently inhibit the volitional GO signal, thereby avoiding jerky motions and preserving temporal equifinality despite unexpected changes in target location, target size, or target orientation; (4) hand aperture evolves continually under the influence of a self-inhibition, due to passive biomechanical effects, that causes a tendency of the hand to close. This influence is especially manifested when there is no voluntary control acting on the hand, and is stronger for larger apertures.
where CTA is the influence that transport velocity exerts on aperture and COA is the influence that orientation velocity exerts on aperture. Note that PA undergoes self-inhibition through R, where R = CX(-R+PA).
The parameter associated with this self-inhibition, P, was set to 3.5. It is important to observe in Eq. 6 that D A is not half-wave rectified. This is a convenient simplification. Neural signals are typically half-wave rectified, and the present simplification could be replaced by a push-pull arrangement of two oppositely polarized half-wave rectified D A processes, as implemented in some other versions of VITE.
Orientation component. This component obeys
(10) Po = Vo, and
To = a(-To +lo). (12) Note that the orientation component was introduced to account for studies on target orientation perturbation [ll] . If target orientation remains unaltered in a grasping task, the orientation component stays inactive and, therefore, has no effect on aperture formation.
GO signal. The GO signal is the output, G2, of a cascade of two shunting cells, Discrepancies between perceived and internal targets.
G z = -G~+ ( B -G~) G I -G~(~E T +~E A + &~) ,

Heuristics
The proposed circuit, illustrated in Fig. 1 If, after movement is initiated, any of the targets is modified, Ei cells will inhibit the GO signal, thereby slowing movement execution and allowing time for corrections. Also, when there is no target in any of the l i s , the corresponding Ti will remain equal t o Pi, thereby allowing independent execution of any module. 
Transport component. The transport component obeys
(1) (2) PT = VT, and 
TT = Q(-TT + I T ) , (4)
where go and Gz are the gating amplitude and GO signal, respectively. Parameters Q and QV were set to 30 and 300, respectively.
Aperture component. The aperture component obeys
where i = {T, A, 0 ) .
Coupling neurons.
CiA = Q ( -c j
where j = i # A, and p~ = po = 0.5. The coupling from VT and Vo t o PA causes a maximum aperture that exceeds object size and scales with transport velocity and orientation change velocity. on the left [eproduced from [lo] ) and simulations on the right. Object sizes were 2.2 and 6.7 cm. Object location was 30 cm. Altered initial aperture was 11 cm. GO amplitude was set to 60.
Perturbations to object orientation. Simulations of object switching [ll] were done. Paulignan et a1 [ll] reported lengthening of MT by 100 ms on average. When the perturbation was registered by the model at t = 180 ms, to reflect a visual processing delay, such a lengthening also occurred in the model. [12] ) and simulations on the right. Object sizes were 1.5 and 6 cm. Object location was 35 cm. GO amplitude was set to 40.
For a full range of GO amplitudes, the model shows consistent relative timing of maximum apertures. Figure 4 portrays the timing of reaching to grasp components over various simulations using a full range of GO amplitudes. Increments of the GO amplitude increases the speed at which the grasp is made. The relative timing of occurrence of maximum aperture (70.6-75%) is maintained over the range of speeds.
For a full range of object sizes, the model shows consistent relative timing of maximum apertures, as well as an emergent trend. The reason behind this trend in the model is that although the maximum aperture increases linearly with object size, the slope (at 0.65) is less than one, so the aperture overshoot is signficantly less for a large than for a small object. Thus the distance to be travelled in the final closure is actually less for grasping large objects than small objects. Castiello et a1 [19] also observed that when grasping objects of different sizes, the maximum aperture occured later for a larger object. Since occurence of maximum aperture marks the beginning of the enclose time, it is possible to consider Castiello et al's observation as implicating that enclosing times are longer for smaller objects, which confirms the above studies and the simulations. 
Discussion
Successful prehension across a wide range of contexts requires adaptive coordination between the different mechanical degrees of freedom that contribute to the act. Across acts of prehension, objects of grasp change in their positions relative to the body, their orientations relative to the body, their sizes, their shapes, and their mechanical properties, such as surface friction, com- it can autocompensate if, as reported empirically, the pathway computing object location is faster than that computing object size.
Regarding spatial coupling, a surprising finding of our simulations was that there was no need, as in the Hoff and Arbib model, to sequentially program separate "maximum" and "final" apertures for the hand. Instead, it sufficed to allow the transport and orientation velocity control signals t o have a proportionate effect on the hand aperture. Spatial cross-coupling via these signals naturally causes a transient hand aperture overshoot that is larger in movements with faster transport or faster re-orientations. Both compensations serve the purpose of helping to avoid contact of the hand with the object before the fingers are ready to close upon it. The speed-accuracy tradeoff that characterizes all movements implies that fast transport or reorientation movements will be less accurate. This reduced accuracy raises the risk of hand collision with the object "on the way in", a risk that can be avoided by increasing aperture.
Because arm position and wrist orientation affect the hand significantly, but not vice-versa, there was no reason t o introduce reciprocal links from aperture velocity t o the other two controllers. Thus the model connectivity is not symmetrical. Another aspect of broken symmetry in the model is the assumption of a spontaneous relaxation of the aperture to a closed resting position. Although implemented nominally as a central process, our thesis is that it reflects a passive biomechanical factor. Such passive closure seems more natural than active closure as an explanation of the transient early overshoot of aperture reduction in the "altered" trials These simple provisions for temporal and spatiotemporal coupling allowed the model to recreate all the cited empirical trends regarding aperture size variations and relative timing of maximum aperture vis-avis the transport MT. Moreover, the model was able t o provide a good appoximation of the qualitative dynamics exhibited by the full range of movements treated.
of [lo] .
